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A Facilitation Support Guide For Aggregate Resource
Planning In Oregon's Willamette Valley: A GIS Approach To

Aggregate Site Planning

10 Abstract

Virgin aggregate resources (crushed stone, rock, sand and gravel) are the literal

foundation of America's built environment. Aggregate resources are arguably the most

abundant natural resources in the world next to water. However, land use and

environmental concerns shadow both existing and future aggregate resource sites, which

may create a "cultured" limited resource. Both urban and rural areas depend on

aggregate resources for new construction and to maintain existing infrastructure. This

dependence, however, is offset by land use competition from agriculture, open space

preservation, recreation, and environmental concerns.

This paper proposes a guide to facilitate aggregate resource land planning in

Oregon's Willamette Valley, by following a Linn County example. The projected

demand and use of aggregate resources in the Willamette Valley is explored. A

procedure for aggregate resource site planning is suggested, based on Linn County land

use laws and the requirements of the Oregon Statewide Planning program. This paper

employs a Geographical Information System (GIS) approach to communicate spatial

information relevant to the aggregate resource land planning process. The chief objective

of this project is to illustrate the use of a GIS as a tool to benefit aggregate industry and

government agency planners by outlining the basic processes for aggregate resource land

planning.



2.0 Introduction

Today's built environment is based on a network of raw materials and natural

resources to meet the required needs of the nations demanding infrastructure. This

framework constitutes substantial quantities of timber, fossil fuels, freshwater, and

especially virgin aggregate resources, which in 1996 comprised 2/3 of the United States

total non-fuel resource consumption (Tepordei 1999). Virgin aggregate resources are

considered to be such an integral part of today's society, that a 1999 USGS Report

indicates that aggregate resource consumption is, in fact, a valid indicator in determining

the economic stability of a nation (Tepordei 1999).

Aggregate resources are essential to the development and maintenance of the

nation's infrastructure, and although a vital economic resource, aggregate extraction sites

are often considered to be unsightly, unwarranted, and in many cases viewed as a

nuisance. This effectively creates a scenario that leads to thousands of land use conflicts

every year. As a result, the planning process for aggregate resources becomes

contentious based in large part on competing land uses, noise, dust, water quality, and

fish and wildlife habitat.

Integration of local land use policies with regard to aggregate resource extraction

can be illustrated through the use of a common venue, such as a GIS. Planners and

decision makers can utilize tools of this nature in the planning process for aggregate

extraction sites and processing facilities as a mode of communication.

The purpose of this work is to explore a facilitation guide to government agency

planners, decision makers, the aggregate industry, and all interested parties in the

planning of aggregate resource sites in Oregon's Willamette Valley. By covering the



features involved in the site planning of aggregate resources, interested parties will be

able to explore the various issues raised during the planning process.

3.0 Aggregate Resources Defined

Table 1 identifies the most common end uses of aggregate based products

consumed in the United States today (Tepordei 1999).

Aggregate resources include substantial quantities of

sand, gravel, or crushed rock (Chase 1979). Sand and

gravel materials are classified on the basis of size for

construction purposes (Chase 1979). Generally, the

parent material of aggregate resources is not an important

factor in the fmal end use of the product. In some cases,

however, where desired strength of materials is required

for specific projects, the consumer may request a specific

Table I

Common Aggregate
Resource End Uses

Roads
Bridges
Streets
Bricks

Concrete
Wall Board
Roofing Tiles
Paint
Glass
Plastics
Medicine
Paper

Source. Tepordel 1999

parent material. The aggregate industry satisfies these requests by using Quality Control

Assessments, or QCA's for individual aggregate resource extraction sites (NSA 1993).

QCA's enable aggregate consumers to readily determine what type of matenal

they are using and its applicability to a specific project. An example of preferred

qualities for aggregate resources is viewed in Table 2, which represents the U.S.G.S.

interpretation of the desired properties for various aggregate uses in the construction

industry (USGS OFR 94-158). As a method of simplifying the quality control process,

the Oregon Department of Transportation utilizes the measurements of three tests for an

analysis of the quality of the aggregate resource, based on air degradation, abrasion, and

sulfate soundness, as displayed in Table 3.
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Physical Properties
Thermal Conductivity Thermal Volume Change
Particle Shape Integrity During Heating
Maximum Particle Size Electrical Conductivity
Particle Surface Texture
Pore Structure
Absorption
Porosity
Permeability
Specific Gravity
Particle Grading
Voids in Aggregate Mixture

Solubility
Slaking
Base Exchange
Surface Charge
Coatings

Particle Strength
Mass Stability
Particle Stiffness
Wear Resistance

Reflection
Glare
Color
Volume Change - Wet & Dry
Resistance to Wetting/Drying
Resistance to Freezing/Thawing
Deleterious Substances

Chemical Properties
Resistance to Attack By
Chemicals
Chemical Compound Reactivity
Oxidation and Hydration
Reactivity
Organic Material Reactivity
Chloride Content

Mechanical Properties
Resistance to Degradation
Particle Shape of Abraded
Fragments
Resilient Modulus

Air Degradation <30% and <75 mm

Abrasion <30%

Sulfate Soundness <12.0%

4



4.0 Land Use Planning & Natural Resources

Historically, land use planning has been primarily concerned with the

management of a uniform distribution of residential, commercial, and industrial areas.

Today's planners, however, are faced with challenges that extend far beyond the confmes

of applicable codes and ordinances forcing them to plan for a continual supply of

consumer driven natural resource based materials. An excellent example of this planner

transformation is occurring in Oregon, which is arguably the most advanced land use-

planning program in the nation.

4.1 The Oregon Planning Process

Oregon's advanced land planning program is based on principles driven by

nineteen Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines as identified in Table 4. The nineteen

Statewide Planning Goals are administered by the Oregon Department of Land

Conservation and Development, and directly apply to the land use planning process

through local comprehensive plans. Delegation of responsibility is given to local

jurisdictional agencies to ensure that proper measures are followed to meet the

requirements of the Statewide Planning Goals (DLCD 2000).

With pertinence to aggregate resources, Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 5,

"Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces" was amended in 1996

to better accommodate the planning process for both public jurisdictional agencies and

private industry (DLCD 1996). By doing so, the new Goal 5 rule eliminated the need for

tedious comprehensive resource inventory methods for zoning aggregate areas by local

agencies of which, in many cases, had little knowledge of aggregate resource land



planning. The new process enables local agencies to review aggregate extraction

applications and inventory analysis on a site-specific basis (DLCD 1996).

Table 4, Oregon 19
Statewide Planning

Goals

Citizen Involvement
Land Use Planning
Agricultural Lands
Forest Lands
Open Spaces, Scenic &
Historic Areas, & Natural
Resources
Air, Water &Land
Resources Quality
Areas Subject to Natural
Disasters and Hazards.
Recreational Needs
Economic Development
Housing
Public Facilities &
Services
Transportation
Energy Conservation
Urbanization
Willamette River
Greenway
Estuarine Resources
Coastal Shorelands
Beaches &Dunes
Ocean Resources

The new Goal 5 rule has played a fundamental

role in the planning of aggregate resources. Contrary to

the old Goal 5 process where areas were zoned without

knowledge of the resource base, the aggregate industry

can submit an application for a specific site. The

proposed site is then reviewed by the proper

jurisdictional agencies.

Although viewed as a positive aspect,

disagreements over the proposed placement of

extraction sites due to differing opinions and strategies

still results in continued litigation. As a result, the

creation of a facilitation guide in the aggregate resource-

planning process should strengthen the cooperative

effort between government agencies, decision makers,

and private industry in the future planning of proposed aggregate resource extraction sites

and processing facilities.

5.0 Objective

The objective of this research paper is to help facilitate the process of regional

aggregate resource land planning. The proposed product is the development of a guide

that combines geographic features with state and local land used regulations. This

combination of entities can be utilized as a guide for the aggregate industry, municipal



planners, and decision makers as a cooperative tool for the placement of aggregate

resource extraction and processing facilities. The example region used for this guide is

the Willamette Valley where aggregate demand is high due to the location of Oregon's

largest cities of Portland, Salem, and Eugene.

Although developed as guide for aggregate companies and municipal planners in

Oregon's Willamette Valley, the underlying structure of this facilitation guide is

applicable to almost any constituency facing natural resource land use pressures.

6.0 Research Methodology

The principal tool used in the development of this facilitation guide is a GIS.

Information on various features is utilized to ensure the inclusion of the most common

issues raised while planning and evaluating the placement of extraction sites. Figure 1

illustrates a flow chart of the features used in the development of the GIS.

The natural distribution of aggregate resources and their depositional histoiy

including type, area, surrounding natural and cultural features for the GIS is available at

the Oregon State Geographic Information Center, the Oregon Department of Geology and

Mineral Industries (DOGAMI), and Linn County, Oregon. Through the combination of

these sources, spatial data representing transportation routes, water features, metropolitan

areas, population centers, geologic features, and other cultural and natural entities

enabled the construction of the GIS database. Information regarding the location of

existing aggregate resource sites in the Willamette Valley was compiled from

DOGAMJ's Linn County surface mine database. An analysis of aggregate resource

consumption patterns in Oregon was derived from data compiled by Economist Robert

Whelan of DOGAMT.



Figure 1, Flow Chart of GIS Steps For Developing A Facilitation Support Guide
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Figure 1 Cont., Flow Chart of GIS Steps For Developing A Facilitation Support Guide
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7.0 Background Information

7.1 Forecast of Oregon's Aggregate Resource Consumption

In 1995 the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries developed an

aggregate extraction regression formula from United States Bureau of Mines nationwide

1990 aggregate resource consumption data (Whelan 1995).

Whelan's Regression Formula:

ln(Tons Per Capita) = 3.21 O.23*ln (population per square mile)

It was found that a 0.72 correlation exists between the natural log of

consumption and the natural log of population density for Oregon's aggregate resource

consumption. This correlation indicates that rural counties in Oregon require greater

amounts of aggregate resources per capita.

Whelan applied the formula to individual Oregon counties to determine an overall

consumption rate for each county. Figure 2 depicts a geographical representation of

projected annual aggregate resource use in Oregon for the years 2000 through 2050 based

on Whelan's 1995 model. From the illustration, it is apparent that the majority of

Oregon's aggregate resource use is occurring in the Willamette Valley, where 69% of

Oregon's population is located (OOEC 1997).
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Figure 2, Forecast of Average Annual
Virgin Aggregate Consumption by County for 2001 to 2050
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Figure 3 displays the projected average aggregate consumption annually by Willamette

Figure 3, Projected Annual Virgin
Aggregate Consumption of Willamette

Valley Counties For 2000 To 2050
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Source lMe!an 1995

Valley counties, which are expected

to comprise more than 53% of the

entire state's total virgin aggregate

resource use by the year 2050

(Whelan 1995).

Although aggregate resource

consumption for the state is

predominantly located within

urbanized counties, Whelan found that aggregate resource consumption associated with

road maintenance is approximately 41% greater in rural areas (Whelan 1995). This

greater use of aggregate resources is attributed to a large network of primary gravel road

routes that require large quantities of aggregate resources for maintenance. In addition, a

decreased number of primary service roads in rural locations receive a higher per road

concentration of traffic, requiring an enhanced maintenance regime (Whelan 1995). The

use of large aggregate resource quantities can be seen in Figure 4, which illustrates 10

tons per capita as the national standard for aggregate resource use (NSA 1993). Oregon,

a predominantly rural state requires 17 tons per capita (NSA 1993).

LI

ri

Although rural counties

require greater amounts of

aggregate resources per capita, they

are capable of meeting these

requirements. For instance, a single

extraction site in a rural location
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may provide the necessary supply of aggregate resources for up to a 50-year lifespan; on

an urban level, however, where aggregate resource use is substantially higher, a

comparable site may only provide a viable supply through a 10-year period. This

difference in site lifespan will undoubtedly create a scenario for urban areas to

continually search for aggregate resource supplies outside the urban county area.

As a result of these differences, the need and final end use of aggregate resources

varies considerably. Figure 5 illustrates the projected end use of aggregate resources in

the state of Oregon, which demonstrates the need for large-scale aggregate resource

supplies proximate to urban

demand centers (Whelan 1995).

The previous section

illustrates the requirements of

aggregate resources in the state of

Oregon, and especially the

Willamette Valley. Land use

Figure 5, Forecast Of Aggregate
Consumption by End Use 2001 to 2050

Nonresidential
Construction 30% 29%

Residential
Construction Other Infastructure 19%

Railroad &
Nonconstruction

Uses 6%

Source Whelan 1995

conflicts occur, and will continue with regard to extraction, processing, and distribution

of aggregate resources. In many instances, city and county planners are naïve to demand

for aggregate resources, and codes vary among municipalities, making the planning

process a difficult endeavor for all participants. As a result, the necessitation of a

facilitation guide in the Willamette Valley for aggregate resource site planning is a useful

tool to ensure the continued maintenance and development of Western Oregon's complex

infrastructure base.
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7.2 Natural Aggregate Sources and the Willamefte Valley

The geology of the Willamette Valley is composed of unique characteristics. The

majority of sand and gravel deposits in the Valley are the result of continual bed load

transportation by mountain and valley streams (Chase 1979). Areas of deposition such

as floodplains contain numerous Clastic materials that were transported over millions of

years through various physical weathering processes. These physical processes occurred

in the mountainous geologic foundations of western Oregon's Cascade and Coast ranges

(Marshall 2000). Materials found in fluvial deposits are predominately composed of a

Basalt foundation that is well sorted, rounded, and ranges in size (Marshall 2000).

The history of these deposits can be identified from geologic investigations.

Large quantities of natural aggregate deposits continued to build on the Valley floor until

approximately 12-15 thousand years ago when a glacial dam broke near Missoula,

Montana, forcing a catastrophic flood of water, sediment, and debris, through the

Columbia River drainage system (Allen 1997). Allen indicates that evidence of these

events can be viewed in Eugene, Oregon. where the water level reached 400 feet above

Mean Sea Level in elevation (Allen 1997). The floods created a beneficial environment

for farmers of the Willamette Valley, as large quantities of lacustrine soils were deposited

(Allen 1997). The layer of these various deposits ranges from 0 to 30 feet thick above the

aggregate layer in many locations throughout the Willamette Valley, making the removal

of overburden (the material located between the surface and useable aggregate deposit) a

costly and inefficient endeavor for aggregate resource extraction. As a result, the diverse

geologic history of the Willamette Valley creates an environment where the aggregate

industry must look to areas where the desired deposit is relatively close to the surface for

resource extraction to be economically feasible.
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Another type of aggregate extraction occurs in areas of the Willamette Valley

where large volumes of extrusive Basalt formations are located. These sites, also known

as "True Quarries", require much more processing, as the material must be blasted from

its source, crushed, and then sorted to achieve a viable end use product (NSA 1993).

Although more processing is required, the Basalt quarries can, in many instances, yield a

structurally stronger product than fluvial deposits since the material has been exposed to

a lesser weathering regime (NSA 1993).

8.0 Facilitation Support System for Aggregate Resource Site Planning

Choosing specific geographic features in the decision process for a proposed

aggregate resource site is important. Table 5

represents a list of the features incorporated into the

model, which were selected for their prevalent

inclusion of issues facing aggregate resource sites in

the Willamette Valley. It is important to note that

the order of information is not hierarchical, as all

features should be evaluated as required by both

state and local codes on a site-specific basis.

8.1 Proximity to an Existing Facility

Table 5,
Significant Features Of

Aggregate Sites

Proximity to an Existing
Facility
Soils
Geology
Fish/Wildlife Habitat
Demand Centers
Transportation Routes
Residential Areas
Surrounding Agricultural
Lands
ODOTMaterial Rating
Wetlands
Functional Considerations

View shedAnalysis

The expansion and improvement of aggregate resource sites relies heavily on the

proposed site's proximity to an existing aggregate resource facility. Existing facilities

contain the equipment necessary for processing the resource, which may include asphaltic

concrete production, crushing, stockpiles, and an established distribution network to

15



various consumption areas. Most existing facilities were developed prior to the initiation

of local land use codes and have shaped adjacent land use decisions, effectively creating

a compatible surrounding land use regime. As a result of this pattern, existing extraction

sites are generally located in close proximity to urban consumption districts.

Existing facilities are considered an especially beneficial location due to their

historic role in supplying the need for infrastructure maintenance and development of the

surrounding landscape. The expansion of existing extraction sites is imperative to enable

an efficient continued supply of aggregate resources. Maps of existing sites can be

developed through the utilization of local government GIS layers, or by DOGAMI's

aggregate mine database (DOGAMI 1999). Figure 6 is an example of active extraction

sites in the Willamette Valley, and proves to be a beneficial tool for aggregate resource

site expansion decisions.
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8.2 Soils

Soils play a vital role in the economic development of agriculture in the

Willamette Valley. Willamette Valley farms alone contributed 55% to Oregon's gross

farm and ranch sales in 1999 (Sears 2000). Agricultural market values change on an

annual basis, sometimes forcing individual farmers to lease their land for alternative uses

such as aggregate resource extraction to maintain a positive cash flow. This removes

agricultural productivity, and can potentially pose an economic hardship to Oregon's

agricultural economy. As a method of controlling the loss of prime agricultural lands, the

Department of Land Conservation and Development has developed standards for

aggregate resource extraction in Exclusive Farm Use zoned parcels. This standard

requires that if 35% or more of a proposed mining area contains Class I soil; the site shall

not be considered a significant Goal 5 resource site (ORS 660-023-0180, 3, a.).

Furthermore, state law also dictates that if a proposed site contains more that 35% class II

soil, then it shall not be considered a significant

Goal 5 resource site unless the depth of the

aggregate deposit is greater than the detennined

threshold for individual counties indicated in Table

Soil delineation of potential aggregate

extraction sites is readily available as a GIS layer

produced from local county surveys by the Natural

Resource Conservation Service. An example of a

soils analysis for a hypothetical proposed aggregate

resource extraction site can be viewed in figure 7

(NRCS 2000, SSCGIS 2000).

Table 6
Aggregate Deposit Layer Class
Il Soil Exemption Threshold For

Willamette Valley Counties

60 feet Aggregate layer for:
Washington
Marion
Multnomah
Columbia
Lane

25 feet Aggregate layer for:
Polk
Yamhill
Clackamas

17 feet Aggregate layer for:
Linn
Benton

Source, ORS 660-023-0180, 3

18



JChapman Loam Class I Soil 34.64 Acres of Mining Area

LIIIJ
Wapato Silty Clay Loam Class III 8.19 Acres of Mining Area

Newberg Fine Sandy Loam Class Il 8.89 Acres of Mining Ares

Chehalis Silty Clay Loam Class II 56.86 Acres of Mining Area

L_
Mcbee Silty Clay Loam Class 1114.47 Acres of Mining Area

Total Proposed Mine Area is 123.1 Acres.
Aggregate Resource Depth is Greater Than 30 Feet
Class II Soil Exemption Threshold Satisfied

WE

Figure 7
Soils Analysis of a

Proposed Aggregate
Resource Site in

Linn County Oregon

Source, Linn County



8.3 Geology

As aforementioned, the aggregate industry looks at local geologic formations

when locating aggregate extraction sites. Desirable locations include a large volume of

resource with relatively little overburden, which reduces extraction costs and creates a

more efficient system for the mining of aggregate resources. The most desired deposits

are located in areas where a large quantity of resource is proximate to an urban

consumption center (NSA 1993). As a result, land use conflicts arise most often when

extraction sites are located close to urban demand centers. Therefore, decision makers

should evaluate proposed aggregate resource sites on the basis of resource volume,

longevity, and possible future adverse impacts to surrounding land uses.

For a proposed aggregate resource site to be considered a significant Goal 5

resource, ORS 660-023-0180, 3,a. states that at least two million tons of resource must be

present for a proposed site in the Willamette Valley. Decision makers should also look at

the expansion capability of a proposed site in regard to natural geologic deposits. This

can be done through the use of a GIS Geology data layer available from the state service

center for GIS (SSGIS 2000). An example of a geologic map can be viewed in figure 8.
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Figure 8

LII 1

Quaternary alluvium (Qal) Geology of a Proposed
Aggregate Resource Site

Willamette Silts (Qws) in Linn County Oregon

Source, Dogami 1974,
Oregon State Gis Service Center



8.4 Fish/Wildlife Habitat

The identification and evaluation of fish and wildlife habitat is a requirement of

the aggregate resource planning process. Steps should be taken to ensure that a proposed

aggregate resource operation is compatible with a proposed site's fish and wildlife

habitat. Surveys of sites should be taken, and an inventory analysis can be ascertained

through the use of maps prepared by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Presently, GIS database coverage's of Willamette Valley fish and wildlife habitat are not

available, however coverage's are expected in the near future (Leibowitz 2000).

In many cases, aggregate resources are extracted from fluvial deposits along the

shores and in the bed of river systems. Disturbance of these deposits through excavation

methods can discharge large volumes of sediment into river systems, causing adverse

impacts to fish populations (Leibowitz 2000). These impacts can be avoided by the

cooperative installation of sediment control measures such as sediment traps, settling

ponds, and screens by ODFW and the aggregate extraction industry (Staeyert 2000).

Aggregate resource sites can also be considered a benefit to fish and wildlife

populations. In many cases, the creation of settling ponds can attract numerous fish and

bird species as prime habitat in the Willamette Valley. These benefits should also be

considered during the planning and ultimate decision-making process for proposed

aggregate resource sites.
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8.5 Demand Centers

As indicated by figure 6, the demand for aggregate resources is located in areas

where urban development is greatest. This demonstrates a direct relationship between the

number of households and the final end use of aggregate resource products (Whelan

1995). Cities contain the largest density of households, transportation networks,

commercial and industrial uses, making them the greatest consumer of aggregate based

products on a regional basis.

The DOGAMI aggregate mine database was used to construct an illustration of

active aggregate sites within the Willamette Valley by geocoding existing records of

extraction mines. The database, developed by DOGAMI personnel, entails features of

existing sites as outlined in the example below, (table 7) (DOGAN'll 1999).

Table 7, Example of DOGAMI Geocoded Database.

Status Company Site Name County Commodity Tax Lot Lat Long

Permitted Linn County Shot Pouch Linn Basalt 8,700 44.406 122.536
Road Quarry

Department

Along with location of a specific resource site, DOGAMI also identifies the

commodity produced, which can be linked to the desired construction properties

identified in table 2. A thorough analysis of active aggregate extraction sites and

accompanying end use product provides a valuable evaluation tool for the decision

maker.

By using the DOGAMI permit database, local agency planners and the aggregate

industry can efficiently regulate the number of current sites in an area based on this data

to equalize the carrying capacity of the aggregate resource base in the Willamette Valley,

as stated under Oregon Statewide Goal 5 (DLCD 1996).
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8.6 Transportation Routes

Transportation of aggregate resources to a final end use product is important, as it

is estimated that shipping costs are dependent on travel tune and distance to market. This

dependence accounts for one-quarter of the cost within 10 miles of the source, and

doubles the cost of the resource after a traveling distance of 20 miles (LCC 1999).

Another forgone cost can be the overall development of a region's infrastructure in

regard to resource transportation impact. The Oregon Department of Transportation

(ODOT) indicates that aggregate resource trucks in the weight class of 80,000-pound and

105,500-pound categories inflict 12.8 cents per mile and 66.1 cents per mile respectively

worth of damage to Oregon highways (ODOT 2001).

Adverse impacts to public transportation routes can be resolved when the

aggregate industry and local agency planners establish primary service routes, which

lessen the impact to the overall transportation network. As a result, freeways, highways

and high-density roads should be utilized since they are capable of handling heavy loads

(ODOT 2000). Evaluation of transportation routes should be conducted on all proposed

aggregate resource sites during the planning process. GIS spatial data maps, such as the

one illustrated in figure 9 demonstrate a plausible route regime for a proposed aggregate

resource site.

Another form of transportation utilized by the aggregate industry is the use of

railroads, which can be considered an excellent method for the transportation of

aggregate resources. Railroads are capable of handling large volumes and can withstand

substantial weight loads effectively lessening the impact to surface roads. Railroads are a

key feature in providing the transportation of aggregate materials from supply areas to

facilities that can readily distribute the product to its final end use. Railroad systems are

most optimal in the aggregate industry when extraction sites are located at great distances
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from distribution centers due to the significant costs involved in resource rail transport.

In most cases, short line rail companies are utilized since the scheduling and the

reduction of costs are more negotiable than the major rail companies. Since railroads can

play an important role in the transportation of aggregate resources, the sighting of

extraction sites with access to railroad systems is a desirable entity to aggregate

companies of scale. Figure 10 illustrates the regional rail transportation network of the

Willamette Valley (SCGIS 2000).
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8.7 Residential Areas

The location of residential areas with respect to aggregate resource site planning

deserves a great deal of thought. Aggregate extraction sites produce noise and dust, and

batching or producing asphaltic concrete can create undesirable odors. The Oregon Goal

5 process already takes into account these issues as a guiding principal for the decision

making process (DLCD 1997). The aggregate industry and municipal planners can

integrate a residential inquiry by utilizing a county GIS Tax Lot layer. Planners should

then develop a geographical distribution of spatial features around a proposed aggregate

resource site to study the affects of a proposed operation as required under the Goal 5

rule. Analysis of residential areas can be combined with a sound decibel chart as

identified in table 8 to determine the maximum allowable decibels levels for an operation.

Table 8
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality:

New & Existing Industrial/Commercial Noise Source Standards
7a.m.lOp.m. lOp.m.-7a.m.

L50 -55dBA L50 -5OdBA
L10 - 60 dBA L10 - 55 dBA
L1-75dBA L1 -6OdBA

Another possible issue with locating aggregate resource operations in proximity to

residential areas is that of dust contamination. Table 9 illustrates the projected

distribution of dust levels for extraction operations, which can be interpreted when

conducting an analysis of a potential site.
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Table 9,
Concentration of Dust as a Function of Distance:

Source NSA 1993

Distance From Operation (Feet)

500
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000

Relative Particulate Concentration
(Percent)

60-80
40-70
3 0-55
20-50
20-40
15-25

By combining the information of dust and noise, the aggregate industry and

government agency planners can better determine the possible impacts of locating an

extraction facility in residential areas. In many cases, the aggregate industry can

minimize the potential impacts to surrounding residential areas through the utilization of

earthen berms, natural vegetation screening, water trucks, spray baths and hours of

operation that coincide with residential life.

8.8 Surrounding Agricultural Lands

Numerous examples of excellent quality aggregate extraction operations are

found among lands used for agricultural purposes. Oregon State Law states that the

potential alternative use of land in an Exclusive Farm Use zoned district shall not create

significant harm to surrounding farm practices (ORS 660-023-0180,4, f, c). Negative

impacts to surrounding agricultural lands display the importance of properly sighting

aggregate extraction facilities by both the aggregate industry and decision maker. The

agricultural production in the Willamette Valley is diverse, ranging in types from basic

field crops such as grass seed production, to high value cash crops such as vineyards,

orchards, and vegetable production (Sears 2000).
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The more basic farming practices such as field crop production requires dust

intensive procedures for harvesting, leveling, planting, and the application of fertilizers

and chemicals that entail the use of large heavy duty equipment. Aggregate resource

extraction sites use equipment that is similar for extraction purposes, which in many

cases make the uses compatible with one another. High value cash crops such as

vineyards, and fruit producing operations are sensitive to dust intensive practices. As a

result, planners should avoid placing aggregate resource sites next to high value cash crop

farms.

Although GIS database layers of farming practices are not available to identify the

types of agricultural production occurring on certain lands, an analysis of farming

practices can be conducted and entered into the database on a site-specific basis. An

example of an agricultural distribution in regard to a proposed aggregate resource site is

illustrated in figure 11.
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89 WettandslRiparian Areas

The Willamette Valley has seen a substantial decrease in the amount of wetlands

due to land development. An estimated 40% of wetlands have been lost since European

settlement (ODFW 1998). The Oregon Department of State Lands oversees the

management of wetlands (DSL 2001). With relevance to aggregate resource extraction

sites, wetlands should be preserved and avoided when planning operations. This can be

achieved through requiring applicants to submit a wetland delineation study conducted by

an independent contractor. If a wetland is identified within the proposed mining area,

then resource planners can develop a site plan that protects a designated wetland area as

viewed in figure 12.

As previously mentioned, expired aggregate resource operations may be

reclaimed as wetland/wildlife habitat, providing a net benefit to former mine areas.

Planners and decision makers should consider this benefit when evaluating a proposed

aggregate resource application.
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8.10 Functional Considerations For Extraction Sites

The actual processes involved in aggregate extraction sites are based on

individual phasing patterns of a particular site, which include extraction, material

processing, and transportation to the fmal end use. Figure 13 is a flow chart depicting

these basic procedures and their subsequent categorical characterization of each step

(Baxter 1969). The aggregate production process entails the use of large equipment such

as loaders, track hoes, trucks, various crushing machines, assorted stockpiles and in some

cases foul smelling byproducts for apshaltic production and batching. As a result,

conflicts are evident and result from the standard operations involved in these types of

systems.

Figure 13, Flow Chart of Functional Processes in Aggregate Resource Extraction

Extraction of Excavation Through Various Wet

Material
and Dry Mining Techniques

Material
Processing

Transportation
to End Use

Removal and Stockpiling of
the Resource

Process Into A Commodity That Meets Local
Needs and Specifications

Transportation to End Use Through Various
Methods.



8.11 View-shed Analysis

An integral part of the aggregate resource planning process involves the

incorporation of GIS extension software that enables planners to conduct an intensive

surrounding land use analysis. The procedure is known as a view-shed analysis and

works on the premise of topographical elevation using existing land features

(MAPINFO).

The process of environmental analysis, in this case, the particular land uses and

subsequent features surrounding a proposed aggregate extraction site can be incorporated

into a GIS system that is capable of pursuing third dimensional analysis. The program, as

illustrated in figure 14 will incorporate X, Y, and Z coordinates into the system via points

of linear features that are based on a grid (raster) system (MAPINFO). Once the

polylines are converted to points, and then a grid, the user can enter the location of the

proposed aggregate site, its corresponding tallest feature, and then perform a simple

view-shed analysis, which will determine which grids can view the proposed site.
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9.0 Conclusion

This paper proposes the use of a GIS based facilitation support guide for

aggregate resource land planning in Oregon's Willamette Valley. Site features and local

land use laws are integrated to provide a visual representation of the planning process for

specific aggregate resource sites.

Background information for Oregon's aggregate resource use is outlined to help

substantiate the need for aggregate resources in Oregon. A consumption formula

developed by DOGAMI for aggregate resource use per capita based on population density

is presented to enable a user to predict aggregate consumption rates for a desired area

The construction of the GIS based facilitation support system is met through the

process of including the various features involved in aggregate resource site planning. The

features of the GIS database include proximity to an existing thdility, soils, geology, fish

and wildlife habitat, demand centers, transportation routes, residential areas, surrounding

agricultural lands, wetlands, functional considerations and view-shed analysis. The

features are illustrated through the use of GIS examples of a proposed site in Linn County,

Oregon. Each feature is discussed in detail for its importance in the planning process.

This proposed facilitation guide should help aid government, industry, and

decision makers as a mode of communication, and to assist in the resolution of disputes

over proposed land use actions.
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APPENDIX 1

Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 5: Natural Resources,
Scenic & Historic Areas, & Open Spaces



Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals & Guidelines

GOAL 5: NATURAL RESOURCES, SCENIC AND
HISTORIC AREAS, AND OPEN SPACES

OAR 660-015-0000(5)
(Please Note: Amendments Effective 08/30/96)

To protect natural resources and
conserve scenic and historic areas
and open spaces.

Local governments shall adopt
programs that will protect natural
resources and conserve scenic, historic,
and open space resources for present
and future generations. These
resources promote a healthy
environment and natural landscape that
contributes to Oregon's livability.

The following resources shall be
inventoried:

a. Riparian corridors, including
water and riparian areas and fish
habitat;
b. Wetlands;
c. Wildlife Habitat;
d. Federal Wild and Scenic

Rivers;
e. State Scenic Waterways;
f. Groundwater Resources;
g. Approved Oregon Recreation

Trails;
h. Natural Areas;
i. Wilderness Areas;
j. Mineral and Aggregate

Resources;
k. Energy sources;
I. Cultural areas.

Local governments and state
agencies are encouraged to maintain

current inventories of the following
resources:

a. Historic Resources;
b. Open Space;
c. Scenic Views and Sites.

Following procedures, standards,
and definitions contained in commission
rules, local governments shall
determine significant sites for
inventoried resources and develop
programs to achieve the goal.

GUIDELINES FOR GOAL 5

A. PLANNING
1. The need for open space in

the planning area should be
determined, and standards developed
for the amount, distribution, and type of
open space.

2. Criteria should be developed
and utilized to determine what uses are
consistent with open space values and
to evaluate the effect of converting open
space lands to inconsistent uses. The
maintenance and development of open
space in urban areas should be
encouraged.

3. Natural resources and
required sites for the generation of
energy (i.e. natural gas, oil, coal, hydro,
geothermal, uranium, solar and others)
should be conserved and protected;



reservoir sites should be identified and
protected against irreversible loss.

4. Plans providing for open
space, scenic and historic areas and
natural resources should consider as a
major determinant the carrying capacity
of the air, land and water resources of
the planning area. The land
conservation and development actions
provided for by such plans should not
exceed the carrying capacity of such
resources.

5. The National Register of
Historic Places and the
recommendations of the State Advisory
Committee on Historic Preservation
should be utilized in designating historic
sites.

6. In conjunction with the
inventory of mineral and aggregate
resources, sites for removal and
processing of such resources should be
identified and protected.

7. As a general rule, plans should
prohibit outdoor advertising signs
except in commercial or industrial
zones. Plans should not provide for the
reclassification of land for the purpose
of accommodating an outdoor
advertising sign. The term "outdoor
advertising sign" has the meaning set
forth in ORS 377.710(23).

B. IMPLEMENTATION
Development should be

planned and directed so as to conserve
the needed amount of open space.

2. The conservation of both
renewable and non-renewable natural
resources and physical limitations of the
land should be used as the basis for
determining the quantity, quality,
location, rate and type of growth in the
planning area.
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3. The efficient consumption of
energy should be considered when
utilizing natural resources.

4. Fish and wildlife areas and
habitats should be protected and
managed in accordance with the
Oregon Wildlife Commission's fish and
wildlife management plans.

5. Stream flow and water levels
should be protected and managed at a
level adequate for fish, wildlife, pollution
abatement, recreation, aesthetics and
agriculture.

6. Significant natural areas that
are historically, ecologically or
scientifically unique, outstanding or
important, including those identified by
the State Natural Area Preserves
Advisory Committee, should be
inventoried and evaluated. Plans should
provide for the preservation of natural
areas consistent with an inventory of
scientific, educational, ecological, and
recreational needs for significant natural
areas.

7. Local, regional and state
governments should be encouraged to
investigate and utilize fee acquisition,
easements, cluster developments,
preferential assessment, development
rights acquisition and similar techniques
to implement this goal.

8. State and federal agencies
should develop statewide natural
resource, open space, scenic and
historic area plans and provide
technical assistance to local and
regional agencies. State and federal
plans should be reviewed and
coordinated with local and regional
plans.

9. Areas identified as having
non-renewable mineral and aggregate
resources should be planned for interim,



transitional and "second use" utilization
as well as for the primary use.



APPENDIX 2

DOGAMI Database of Aggregate Resource Sites
in Liim County, Oregon



ID Number Status Company Site Name County Section Townahir Range Commodity Tax Lot(s) Lat Lon
New ODOT Saddle Butte Quarry Linn 13S 3W 44.4

2 Permitted Lion County Road Department Brock Pit Linn lOS 1W basalt 900 444 1

3 Permitted Lion County Road Department Wodtii Quarry Lion 6 13S 1W basalt 44.4 -1
04 Closed Linn County Road Department Trulove Site Lion 2 uS 2W sand & gravel 444
7 Closed Lion County Road Department Phillips Site Lion 7 lOS 1W rock 444

Permitted Lower Pit Linn 4 14S 2W rock 2000 444 -1
Permitted Linn County Road Department Cormier Pit Lion 3 13S 1W shale 200 444 -1
Closed McEwen Construction Company Linn 3 12S 3W opsoil 444 7
Closed BLM Whitcomb Creek Pit Linn 12S 3E rock 44.4

___21
-1

Permitted Beeson Quarry Lion 9 16S 3W basalt 00100 44.4 -1
1 Pmendment Morse Brothers, Inc. Albany Rock Products Linn 10 uS 3W and & gravel 1000,500,406,2402,2401 44.4 -1
1 Closed Morse Brothers, Inc. Linn 0 uS 4W 44.4
1 Closed Morse Brothers, Inc. Builders Supply Lion 12S 5W and & gravel 44.4 -1
1 Permitted Northern Riprap Pit Linn 14S 2W Basalt 200 44.4 -1

01 Closed Morse Brothers. Inc. Gregory Pit Lion 1 1 iS 4W 'rod & gravel 44.4 -1
Permitted Mid-Valley Gravel Company, Inc. Gates Pit Lion 12S 4W Bar Run 1300 444 -1 1

Closed Linn 12S 1W stone 44.4 -1
Permitted Forslund Rock Quarry, Inc. Forslund Quarry Linn 10 lOS 3W shale 1400 44.4 -1

Closed Floyd Grahm Construction Company Weldon Quarry Lion 16 12S 1W ock 44.4 -1

4 Closed Lion 20 uS 4W ravel 600 44.4 -1 1

Permitted Mountain Rivers Estates, Inc. Mountain Rivers Linn 10 lOS W basalt 1300, 1400 44.4 -1 04
-0028 Permitted Upper Pit Linn 24 14S W shale 2000 44.4 -1
-0029 Bed Morse Brothers. Inc. C & S Linn 112 12S W sand & gravel 1300, 1200, 700, 100, 200 44.4 -1
-0030 Morse Brothers, Inc. Flrownsville Bar Lion 31 13S W gravel 44.4
-0031 ed Morse Brothers, Inc. Stock Crocker Lion 16 15S sand & gravel 44.4 -1
-0033 ed Morse Brothers, Inc. Heoshaw Bar Linn 3536 13S W sand & gravel 44.4 -1 01
-0034 Cl ed orse Brothers, inc. Jensen Lion 5 15S W sand & gravel 444 -1
-0035 C ed orse Brothers, Inc. Lion 13 12S W sand & gravel 4 -1
-0036 orse Brothers, Inc. Linn 1114 12S W sand & gravel 44.4 -1
-0037 orse Brothers, Inc. Lydia Morse Linn 9 15S W sand & gravel 44.4 -123.1
-0038 P Bed orse Brothers, Inc. McNutt Site Linn 16 15S W loam 100, 200 44.4 -123.1
-0039 orse Brothers, Inc. Owen - Irish Bend Linn 18 14S W sand & gravel 44.4 -123.2
-0042 Bed orse Brothers, Inc. Ridgeway Shale Pit Lion 13 12S W shale 200 44.4 -122.8
-0043 P Bed orse Brothers, Inc. Sweet Home Site Linn 29 13S rock ".300,2400,2500,2600,2701,30 44.4 -1227
-0044 dment orse Brothers, Inc. Slayton Rock Plant Site/East Pit Linn 14 15 W sand & gravel 301 44.4 -122.8
-0045 orth Santiam Sand & Gravel, Inc. Hagel Rock Pit Linn 14 W stone, sand & gravel 44.4 -122.7
-0046 DOT Linn 21 28 5 W 44.4 -123.06
-0048 LeBlanc Pit Lion 13 4S W basalt 44.4 -123.0
-0050 ed Morse Brothers, Inc. Slate Quarry Lion 7 5 W 101, 200 44.4 -123.04
-0051 ment Alton E. Sullivan Construction, Inc. Cox Pit Lion S W II 44.4 -123.04
-0052 ed Manning Site Lion S W e___________ 100, 101 44.4 -122.9
-0053 ed Weddle Farms, Inc. Waddle Farm Lion 211 5 W & gravel 100,302 44.4 -123.0
-0054 osed J.C. Compton Company Lion 33 5 It____________ 44.4 -122.4
-0055 Permitted Rock Products, Inc. Bond Butte Lion 28 5 W It___________ 1100 44.4 -123.0
-0056 Closed Crabtree Pit Lion 4 iS W el____________ 1400, 1300 44.4 -122.9
-0057 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Gates Pit Lion 34 a, sand & gravel 704,705 44.4 -122.4
-0058 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Lyons Pit Linn 19 ', sand & gravel 204 44.4 -122.6
-0059 Closed Morse Brothers, Inc. Coon Bayne Linn 31 S & gravel 44.4 -123.2
-0060 Closed Linn 36 S II 44.4 -122.8
-0061 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Lebanon Hts. Quarry Linn 13 5 rock 300 44.4 -122.8
-0062 Closed Corvallis Sand & Gravel Company Lion 17 rock 44.4
-0063 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Paetsch Pit Lion 67 rock 200 44.4

___Lt?o
-1228

-0065 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Albany Rock-Truax n 28 1 sand & gravel 150 44.4 -123.
-0066 Permitted ODOT Santiarn Cinder Pit 0 5 3 cinders 44.4 -121.9
-0067 Permitted Morse Brothers, Inc. Scheler-Snyder PitiBowers Rock 0 0 1 gravel 601,105 44.4 -123.
-0068 Closed Morse Brothers, Inc. n 1) 1 44.4 -122.
-0069 Permitted Weber Quarry 0 3 Gravel 100 44.4 -122.
-0070 Permitted ome Pit n 36 Topsoil 3000 44.4 -122.
-0071 Permitted Ilefson Pit n 3 Basalt 404 44. -123.
-0072 Permitted Wodtli Quarry n 26 Basalt 44. -122.77
-0073 Permitted Alton E. Sullivan Construction, Inc. itsforth Pit n 4 sand & gravel 1500 44. -123.06
-0075 Closed Times Mirror Land & Timber Company obin Pit n 9 rock 44. -122.98
-0076 Closed ommers Quarry n 1 basalt 44. -122.77
-0077 Permitted Morse Brothers. Inc. eynolds Pit n 617 sand & gravel 100, 801, 1000, 100, 1200, 1300,44. -123.18
-0078 Permitted ohosoo Pit 0 3 basalt 101 44. -122.76
-0079 Closed "oshaw Site n_ 30 rqgrectate 44. -122.94



ID Number Status Company Site Name County Section Township Range Commodity Tax Lot(s) Lat Long
-0081 Permitted Glory Rock Linn 30 2S W Basalt 1803 44.4 -122.
-0082 Permitted ODOT Bond Butte Quarry Linn 28 4S W basalt 900 44.4 -123.
-0083 Permitted ODOT Short Quarry Linn 36 3S basalt 600 44.4 -1
-0084 Permitted Linn 6 2S W rock 44.4 -1
-0087 Closed Willamette Industries, Inc. Linn 7 4S 44.4 -1
-0088 Permitted Kutsci, Pit Linn 6 OS Shale 800 444 -1 7
-0089 Closed PioneerConcrete Linn 6 4S rock 444 -1 7
-0090 Permitted Norris Pit Linn 24 4S basalt 408 444 -1
-0091 Closed Northern Pit 3 4S shale 44.4 -1
-0092 Closed Main Reservoir 3 S stone 44.4 -1
-0093 Closed 3 S 44.4 -1
-0094 Closed Capitol Crushing Company 20 gravel 44.4 -1
-0095 Permitted Rock Products, Inc. Wilkinson Property n 6 5 basalt 1200, 1800 44.4 -1
-0096 Comforth Site 9 rock 44.4 -1
-0097 ODOT Hogg Rock 23 5 7 E ck 44.4 -1
-0098 20 44.4 -1
-0099 ad Brubaker Pit 26 alt 44.4 -1
-0100 ed Harrington Rock alt 400 44.4 -1 7
-0101 ad Morse Brothers, Inc. Crabtree Quarry 0 & gravel 1400,402, 1206, 1403, 140, 1302 44.4 -1 1

-0102 ad Lloyd's Logging, Inc. 8 e____________ 44.4 -1
-0103 ad Federal Highway Administration Wiley Creek Quarry 7 alt___________ 44.4 -1
-0104 ad X-L Rock Products, Inc. Hoefer Road Pit 44.4 -1
-0105 errn ed Smith Pit 1 avel 2700 44.4 -1
-0106 6 b salt 44.4 -1
-0107 Brown Bros. Logging 1 b salt 44.4 -1
-0108 Wildish Sand & Gravel Company 932 5 i'd & gravel 44.4 -1
-0109 ad 4orthSantiamPavingCompany FoxValley 627 vel 602,603 44.4 -1 54
-0110 ad Quality Veneer& Lumber, Inc. Worden Pit rRun 300 44.4 -1
-0111 ad W ale 44.4 -1
-0112 ed 4W vel 44.4 -1
-0113 ed 5 W salt 44.4 -1
-0114 W 44.4 -1 04
-0115 ad Albany Rifle & Pistol Club W A ate 100 44.4 -1
-0116 0 1 k____________ 44.4 -1
-0117 d______________ 44.4 -1
-0118 6 1W salt 44.4 -122.7
-0119 ad reresLumberCompany Neal Park Pit 9 avel 300 44.4 -122.6
-0120 d W vel 44.4 -123.0
-0121 C ad W vel 44.4 -123.1
-0122 ad 5 W salt 44.4 -122.9
-0123 ed I) mery 44.4 -122.14
-0124 ad G & G Rock Quarry 1W k____________ 44.4 -122.82
-0125 ad Mid-Valley Gravel Company, Inc. 10 3W ock 301,300,312 44.4 -123.04
-0126 ad nfl 1W vel 44.4 -122.79
-0127 osad nn 1W k____________ 44.4 -122.82
-0128 ed nn 34 1W rRun 201 44.4 -122.79
-0129 ad aler Pit nfl 6 2W ale 44.4 -122.91
-0130 arrow Pit nn 3W nd, silt, gravel 444 -123.10
-0131 ODOT astgate Pit nn 4W -123.12
-0132 ODOT ante Site nn 720 4W I______________

__4
444 -123.21

-0133 ed Linn County Road Department Williams Pit n 4 1W avel 200 4 -122.75
-0134 C n lOS 3W k____________ 44.4 -123.05
-0135 Placer Dome U.S., Inc. Quartzville 2 uS 4E Id/Silver 44.4 -122.31
-0136 6 uS 5E o'l, platinum 44.4 -122.17
-0137 3 uS 4E Id 44.4 -122.3
-0138 ad Commons Sand & Gravel rabtree Pit 4 uS 2W avel 01102 44.4 -122.9
-0139 C ad 7 12S 1W ale 44.4 -122.8
-0140 ad Res-Len Construction lOS 3W ravel 44.4 -123.0
-0141 ad lOS 3W ock____________ 100 44.4 -123.0
-0142 ODOT MintoCreekQuarry n 0 115 JE clesite 4 -121.9
-0143 orsburgh n 1 lOS 1W rt 44.4 -122.84
-0144 ad Linn County Road Department hot Pouch Quarry n 6 13S 2E asalt 8700 44.4 -122.

z-0145 Permittad Young&MorganTimberCo. LewinPit-McCuIIyMtn. Linn z5 9S 1E rock 600 44.4b -122.63
22-0146 Closed MorseBrothers,lnc. SlateQuarryExpansion Linn 27 13S 3W basalt 100 44.45 -123.04
22-0147 Closed Linn 32 115 1W Rock 600, 610 44.45 -122.83
22-0148 New Morse Brothers, Inc. Stayton - Bethell Site Linn 15 9S 1W 2101, 2301 44.45 -122.79




